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FIDELITY 
Chapter One 
Not dead. Lapping his paw with steak-filet tongue. 
Wrinkling suede skin to raise just one black eyeball at me, 
Fido worries a quiet whine. Bares teeth to chew between his 
nails. Nails that once clicked the oak floor of my bedroom. 
No doubt closed off by now—storage for stretched canvases, 
exercycle, family album, and other past intentions. 
Fido doesn't stand. Black and grey sack of worn out 
parts lies on wrap-around porch. Porch curves with 
hyperbolic curve of the house and terminates at the sun 
room—glass removed for the summer and replaced with 
blackened screens that always cut out too much light. 
Quiet, clean, green-grass privileged neighborhood air. 
Police booth at the corner, cruiser and rental cop, strictly 
for show. Hedge trimmer blades chirping in Honeywell's 
yard. 
Fido gnaws. Head twists sideways, fangs scraping paw 
clefts like he's chewing a bone. More eating than preening, 
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but he's no cannibal. Just a dog I named. Dog with an 
elephantine memory—five years, and he still growls. He 
will drop no rabbits at my feet, slaughter no fatted calf. 
I bend down. My hand flat out, a blessing. Let me 
smooth the fur on your tired skull, Fido. Let me scratch. 
With you I hold no grievance. His head still twists—fangs 
and snout and sore black gums. "I smell trouble." 
Lapped paw. Saliva-matted fur. Dog dove-tail. 
Still the key hidden among synthetic roots of sallow 
plastic daffodils. "God Bless This Happy Home" soap-pink 
plaque beside the doorbell. 
"Grrr." 
I enter with the key. Fido growls and sniffs and 
follows me in. 
Pot roast. Hunk of red meat simmering in its juice. 
Smells like home until visions of solid arteries and 
suffering cow. Brains bashed out. Acres of land for a 
hundred quarter-pounders. Rain forest. Rubber tappers. 
Ozone. How many sins in one part of one course of one meal? 
Looking at me Fido barks. Sporadic head-shaking ruffs. 
"Something ain't right." 
I drop my bag. All the furniture new. Camel-back 
sofa. Swags and jabots. Oriental motif. So tasteful. But 
this end table—gift from a dictator, inlaid jewels— 
survived. Flew from my hands, spun in the air and shattered 
the glass on her Gorman. Stupid Santa Fe non-art. Reagan 
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art. Spindle legs flew off. Oh yes, there—Elmer's glue 
beaded, hard as plastic, where the leg cracked. 
But everything else factory fresh—little brother, our 
demolition was complete. 
Elegant dining-room table. Certified rare hardwood, 
I'm sure. Stained to order with brain-damaging chem.icals, 
skin and lung cancer for Third-world chattel. Flowers—real 
silk. An intimate dinner party planned. Four places set. 
One on each side. Too far apart to talk. White tablecloth 
laid on like a diamond, a linen corner to tickle each of 
their crotches. 
Littered with silver. Gaudy, baroque. Corinthian-
capitaled, horn-of-plenty silver polished by the maid. And 
china replaced with the same florid wedding pattern—gold 
leaf peasants with armloads of roses. Oh, little brother, 
bone-china frisbee may have been the highlight before we 
left. You made salad plates and saucers soar. 
Push through swinging door with round window to family 
sink and cupboards, then another to huge servants' kitchen 
of years past. Yellow painted wood and glass cabinet doors. 
Mahogany floors. Yards of counter. Microwave on the pastry 
marble. Back stairs to the servants' quarters—two rooms 
and a bathroom—where our big brother always lived. 
Scratching hot oven Fido howls. Smells pot roast, then 
sniffs my knee. "Why are you alone?" 
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From the fridge, gazpacho in a plastic tub. On the 
counter. Cafe Beaujolais sleeves of baguette. 
Soup and bread cradled in my arms. Push again through 
swinging door and sit at dining-room table. Splash gazpacho 
in foolish flat-bottomed bowl, and soup sprays across white 
tablecloth. Splatters golden peasant trotting on soup 
tureen. Break chunks of crispy baguette, dunk in the soup, 
slurp from five-pound spoon. Comfy fat-assed chair. Fluted 
finger grips at the ends of the arms. In case one needs to 
gr ip. 
Napkins set like fans at each place. Pluck a red linen 
corner. Smooth as ladies' lingerie across my lips. 
Fido's frenzied howl as garage-door-opener hums. 
Little brother. I named that dog, and this is what I get? 
Catapults through swinging door. Tears across dining 
room, cracked old nails clawing the rug. Tortured panting, 
howls sound like moans. Through to the hall he tries to 
turn the corner but slides on polished oak floor and thuds 
against the wall. Shakes his head, a glance to me, he runs 
like a dog on ice—dried out paws and undipped nails. 
Finally traction, and he meets them at the back door. 
"Guess who's inside. You're not going to like it. Trouble. 
Pot roast smells delicious. He's alone." 
From down the long hallway—chair-rail panelling and 
alcove with jade god pillaged from, a mosque ("Had to give 
some coolie twenty-five bucks American to knock that off an 
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altar in Afghanistan." He loved the sound of "coolie"— 
reminded him of proper imperialism past)—from down the 
hallway, peals of Fido's betrayal. Garage door drones back 
down. 
"What is it. Fido m'boy? How'd you get inside?" Ah 
yes. There's that voice. Easy mid-western trusting 
you'all. Fatherly firm. Raised two point two million 
dollars with that voice for Ronald McDonald House. "Fer the 
kids," he'd told chairmen of boards, executive vice 
presidents, plastic surgeons, and gynecologists. Preferred 
straight-talk with men to cajoling professional volunteer 
wives. "There'll be a brass plaque for contributions over 
five-thousand, and hou^ did the gazebo turn out. Will?" The 
voice is an eight-inch dagger shrouded in peach-colored 
silk. 
Pushing soup bowl away. Breaking another chunk of 
baguette. Chips of crust scattered like a smashed plate. 
Fido skids at the door. Barking, lurching, heaving. 
So excited he pees on oak. Sits in the puddle. Tail rakes 
yak-wool carpet and thwacks the frame of the door. "J can't 
help it. Jesus Christ, will you Just look who's here?" 
And my father's shoe. A United States Nav^ shoe. 
Still wears for relaxing. ("Sometimes, son. pride and 
fraternity stay with a man.") Steel toe—first glimpse of 
my father in five years—black Navy shoe appears in the 
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doorway and thuds Fido's old ribs. Fido yelps. Jumps from 
piss. Hobbles into the dining room corner. 
"Get the hell..." my father storms through the door of 
the dining room he owns. 
Ah, father. Leather jacket. Driving gloves. You 
finally bought the Corvette you always wanted. Hair mostly 
grey—you've aged. Steel-rimmed glasses magnify the mole at 
the corner of your eye. Hangs off like a tumor. Otherwise, 
your face still featureless, pasty mush. Amorphous squish. 
Years of practice so you show no surprise. 
"You see what I mean? You see who it is?" Whining. 
Fido's kicked ribs turned to the wall. Tucking tail behind. 
Tearing off bread with my teeth. Dunking hunk in 
gaspacho tub. Feigned voracity. Settling boots on shiny 
striped upholstery. Chew. 
Indignant in the doorway. Hands to hips. Still as 
death, even with crinkling plastic Food Fair bag straining 
your wrist. Groceries swinging from the gallows. 
Isn't it sad, father, even now we both have to act? 
I hear your breathing. 
"Walt, do you have the seltzer?" she yells from down 
the hall. Sweet mother. There was a time I pitied you. 
Valium, good scotch, and champagne your whole life while he 
fucked Thai queens and Laotian whores to protect the 
American way. Professional volunteer wife. Believing, like 
the ancestors of Cambodians he threw from helicopters, that 
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building a temple before death will redeem. Volunteering a 
day at the museum ("fer the kids") even a morning at the 
hospital supervising "the blacks." ("Most of them don't 
know to wash their hands after emptying bedpans. The 
thought of it.") 
"Eleanor. Come here." From the side of the gash of 
his mouth. Urgent. Threatening. Holding pinhead eyes to 
me. 
"What is it, Walt? Has that animal wet again? Oh. my 
dear Lord. He may have to be put down. Betty will clean it 
when she gets here." 
He stands in piss, puddled on oak. Water-proof Navy 
shoes. Father, did you ever piss in the bloodied faces of 
those you tortured? 
"Walt, you're standing in the wet." 
He nods into the room. 
Fido groans. "Now you see!" 
My mother twists her face from piss puddle to me. 
Disgusted powdered nose flares wider. Wrinkles trench 
through make-up. White, freshly-penned hair droops. Pink 
tennies splash in the piss. "Oh. My. Good. Lord." 
Fido's tail thumps the floor. "Pot roast." 
I belch. "Hey, killer," I say and cock the baguette 
shot gun style, "chik-chik." Aim it at his chest. "Way 
cool leathers." His phoney airman's jacket—factory aged 
hide. 
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She's wearing a black vest with gold stitching— 
Bloomingdale's Guatemalan, sanitized peasant. Long shirt 
with hint of tie-dye. Purple cotton tights. Sixty-year-old 
belly sags to her crotch. What are you driving now? Must 
be a white Seville, gold-spoked wheels, red leather 
interior. Sun roof. You were known for your cars at the 
club. Tennies soak up piss. Darkens the pink canvas—like 
blood seeping from her soles. Glittered nails. Cigarette 
ash—still smoking 100s—falls to the piss. It horrifies me 
woman, but how must your pussy smell? 
"You're not welcome in this house, son," says the 
ki11er. 
Tough love. So progressive. Do you still subscribe to 
Readers' Digest? 
"It was horrendous what you and that brother of yours 
did," she says. 
Thump, thump. "That pot roast must be done." 
"That brother of mine is dead." 
"Oh, Walt," she says. 
"What are you saying, Roy?" 
"Dead. You know—door nails, buckets, a buyer of the 
farm." 
Mother looks dizzy, overcome. Father's Play-doe 
nostrils flare. 
I say, "My brother, your son, is now cold rotting 
flesh. That makes two." 
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"I can't stand this, Walt." She shakes prescription 
bottle from her purse. 
Father fumes. "Get your feet off that chair." Killer 
with decorum. 
"Fuck yourseIf." 
Tossing baguette to table. Ringing soup-bowl lip. 
Pushing my boots deeper into upholstery. Road-grimed boots. 
All these years on the road. 
She spills capsules into her palm. Managing cigarette, 
purse, brown pastry box—Les mei1leur patisserie a la ville-
-wound with string and hooked with her finger. Like a pro— 
professional wife—presses capsules to pale tongue and gulps 
without water. 
Still. They stand in piss. 
He hasn't moved. 
"I'm feeling ill," she says. Touching forehead to his 
leather shoulder. Looking down. Finally seeing the piss. 
Sloshing back. She leans against the wall and releases a 
long and tortured whine. 
Fido joins in. 
"Collect yourself, Eleanor." He takes one step 
forward. Out of the piss, into the room. Hands still 
planted on hips. Eyeing me. "Out with it!" 
Fido cries. 
I rub my hands over my whiskers, knead my sunburned 
face. Collect yourself. Eleanor. Collect yourself. It's 
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what he said five years ago. I was eighteen, little 
brother, and you, a year younger. You were, as I overheard 
in a fight but never let you know, a mistake. Father had 
wanted you aborted. And older brother Nick, twenty-nine, 
was just dead. 
Always thought the old man, the man in leather, was 
Vice President of International Production for D.J.B. Tool 
and Die. Of course, he needed to travel. Gone. Out of the 
country most of my life. We knew about the .38 Special in 
the holster on his calf. Knew about the passports because I 
had been a little spy myself. A first-rate snooper, finder 
of hidden keys and combinations. 
Passports with twelve different names. Birth places 
around the world. Occupations from teacher to Secret 
Service. All of them with his picture. I assumed any 
international businessman needed them. About the .38 
Special he said, "Factories in these ass-backward countries, 
you know. Natives get restless." 
Of course, he was not just a businessman. Nick had 
followed him across Switzerland to Vienna. Seen the six-
and-a-half-foot cowboy who met him at the station. Cowboy 
in a black 
BMW. Cowboy with silver tips on the toes of his boots, 
brass and silver spurs, leather cowboy jacket, rawhide 
gloves, and black cowboy hat. 
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These are the things Nick told us, little brother, the 
night before he was killed. He'd seen the cowboy howl 
across the station when our father stepped off the platform. 
Cowboy grabbed father's bags, dropped them in the trunk of 
the car, and drove on the sidewalk to get around a few 
stopped cabs, accelerated down the sidewalk and screeched up 
a narrow street. Nick ran after the car to see which way it 
went. 
Two Mormon missionaries, black three-piece suits, gold 
name plates pinned to lapels, haircuts from arthritic 
barbers, approached Nick immediately. "Hey, are you 
American?" the one with the corn-fed smile asked. 
Nick said he was. 
"Golly," said the Mormon. "So are we." They both 
nodded, but the other Mormon didn't smile. Looked around. 
Over his shoulder. Clenched a briefcase handle white-
knuckle tight. 
"Where've you just come from?" asked the friendly one. 
Nick told him Zurich. 
"Oh!" Even huger snow-white smile. Bending knees, 
throwing back head. "Is that a ride, or is that a ride?" 
"A beautiful ride," said the other one with his eyes 
pinned on Nick. 
Nick escaped the Mormons and found a hotel, a cheap 
room on the fourth floor overlooking a wet stone courtyard 
where sheets and towels hung on lines. Later in that room. 
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Nick told us. after going out for dinner, returning and 
locking the door and window, later in the middle of the 
night, Nick awoke to a pillow in his face and a needle in 
his arm. 
Darkness. Wrists taped to ankles. Pulling hairs on 
arms and legs when he moved. Tape from ear to ear holding 
spit-soaked cloth in mouth—a corner slithering down his 
throat—gagged and needing to vomit. The dull clank of 
thick restaurant plates, frying pan ringing on range. 
Shouts. Not German or English. Something Asian. Couldn't 
decipher a syllable. Spicy greasy smell, like Chinese food 
or Thai. His swollen nose pressed to a gritty plank floor. 
Then bellowing English from the kitchen. "Hey, what's 
the news, little friend?" Voice rumbled so deep, Nick felt 
the enormity of the man. "Is he out?" Nick heard. 
"He out cold." Open long-voweled Asian accent. 
Sticking door popped open. Corridor of light carried 
cumin, cloves, chilies, and grease, foreign chatter and 
kitchen clank. Shadow stepped in. then door shut till only 
a piano wire of light pulled taut over Nick's shoulder. 
Nick closed his eyes, and listened to thudding steps. Each 
thud with a chink. Ankle bracelets or bells. Moving 
closer. Into Nick's own heart. A boot—smooth leather 
sole—rested where Nick's ribs met on his side. Pressed his 
ribs till they flexed, held them on the verge of snapping. 
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the tips of ribs tickling his lungs. Then released, and the 
boots chinked away. 
Door opened and shut. "He's awake, little man. Knock 
him out and send him home." 
Then a woman's voice, a squealing Asian plea. Litany 
of complaints. 
"Hola, Pocahontas. Apakabar," said the loud one. 
"Apakabar." This, Nick heard and remembered. 
"Apa Kabar." I say to my father—the killer—after all 
this runs through my mind. A single coalesced image. One 
picture of Nick roped like a calf, the slash of light, "Apa 
Kabar," and the cowboy's crushing foot. Because back in 
this house Nick became sure it was not ankle bracelets he 
heard but spurs on boots of enormous cowboy—friend of our 
father. 
"Of course, you know I could have you arrested." 
Father says. Food Fair bag still swinging from wrist. Lover 
of authority, command. Of the order. "Now, out with it!" 
"Apa Kabar." I say. "It means 'hello' in Indonesian. 
Literally 'what's the news?'" This, I've found out. 
"Are you still on drugs?" Father isn't pleased. 
Gazpacho thick with chunks. Sweetest green cilantro 
specks cooling a cavity deep in the back of my nose. Bowl 
on my lap. Legs stretched forward and feet on chair. 
Slurping soup-soaked hunks of bread. Red stream pulses down 
palm and wrist and dirty forearm to elbow. 
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Mother slinks down wall to floor. Pink tennies tucked 
tight to thighs. Knees point out. Limber legs. Positioned 
like a frog, head in hands, sobbing about her babies. 
Fido growls. Works himself to feet like someone 
getting off his back wearing stilts. Shifts weight and 
props in one stiff aching leg at a time. Hobbles over to 
me. Even walks like a dog on stilts or one with splinted 
legs. Barks unfriendly. Bares teeth and black gaps. 
"You're makin' trouble." Shakes head with disgust and gimps 
cautiously past father (tries to slink, but too awkward to 
slink convincingly) and stands beside mother, head hanging 
like hers. Too much effort to sit. Licks her hand. "Been 
thinkin' 'bout that pot roast." 
She slaps Fido's tired snout, but Fido doesn't retreat. 
Stands with her. The three of them now, facing me. 
Doorbell rings. Syrupy sweet Muzak chimes. Factory 
mix of quaint American and Royal grandiose. "Shit," mother 
moans tugging fistfuls of hair. 
Father points thick finger at me. "Don't you move." 
Turns to mother. "I'll put them in the study and give them 
a drink." He steps back through piss and down the hall. 
Sliding soup bowl to table. Kicking chair away. 
Tossing napkin in bowl. Radius of disaster on the table. 
Bread and crumbs, splattered soup, plastic tub with dripping 
sides. Standing. Joviality prancing from the front door. 
"You old dog," my father says. Controlled laughter and 
strong masculine courtesy—arm-wrestling greetings about 
looking good, meaning healthy, meaning powerful, meaning 
Intimidating. Bubbly gracious compliments about nice-
looking yard from the woman—her only job is to make 
everyone feel good. 
Walking over yak wool, long stride over piss. Mother 
still collapsed. I say to the top of her head. "Don't 
worry, I'm not gonna trash the house. Billy died in a car 
crash. A friend is taking care of a ceremony." 
She waiIs. 
Chapter Two 
My old room. As I suspected. Scattered with boxes, 
gift wrap, ironing board. Saving Neiman Marcus box and bag 
to present Filene's Basement gift. Bed stacked with clothes 
on hangers. My photograph of Nick on the wall over my 
bureau. Nick in Guatemala with arms around two children the 
color of baked red clay. Nick with no shirt—his chest, 
white and frail, like a cold or frightened child's. His 
hair, almost blonde in tropical sun. Pointy defined face. 
So opposite our father's. Sharp nose and chin. Lazar blue 
eyes, eyelashes long and thick like he wears make-up. Skin, 
the creamy white of porcelain dolls. 
In the bureau, under childhood collections—feathers, 
cap guns, and psychedelic guitar picks—my expired passport, 
twelve-year-old picture for family trip to Haiti. Slipping 
it in back pocket of jeans, leaning over bureau, and looking 
again at Nick. Slender white arms encircling sun-baked 
children. Narrow soft shoulders. What were you doing this 
day, Nick? How did you make these children laugh? Why are 
you without your shirt and broad-brimmed hat? You must have 
burned. Your skin, so delicate. A weakness for the 
elements. You sent mother your film and she had this 
picture blown up for each of us. This picture now, like 
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incense burnt on family altar for the dead, lingers in the 
air of every room. 
Stuck in the corner of the frame, the snapshot of Nick 
and me and you, little brother, with the sullen brooding 
eyes you always had when we were boys. First, Nick dead, 
now you. Why did you have to die? Was it really only two 
nights ago? Did the whole story—the whole story I'll never 
tell our mother—did it really happen? Both of us crouched 
outside Silver Star in Seattle. Garage band—Tuesday night 
poor—hacked Grand Funk inside. "I aw dynamite!" you said 
and slapped your worn paperback on cement stoop. "I am 
dynamite! Do you get it, Z? Do you get what he's saying?" 
You smiled hugely, like a four-year-old. The kind of smile 
you never made when you were four, or fourteen. Like you 
only smiled after we left home, after Nick was killed. As 
if Nick's death had smashed open the hard shell of an egg 
deep inside you, and from the egg hatched a mad energy for 
life. Trying to slow you down was like hopping too fast a 
train. You pulled my arms from their sockets. 
You leaned your head against the door frame. Your 
enormous arms cuddled close to your sides against the cool 
night. Ratty white t-shirt. Shoulders and arms so big, 
short sleeves tight like armor on your shoulders. You'd 
taken pills, I knew. Electric eyes, stiff jaw, thick 
fingers caressing one another to see that they're still 
there. 
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"I am dynamite!" you said. "You have to blow people 
apart to make them learn anything. Shock value. Blow them 
out of their complacency and rigid minds." 
I watched the street. Smelling fish and salt, rain, 
rubber, engine heat, and piss. Smelling the night. 
"Z., are you listening? I've got to find out." 
Rain water squeezed between tire treads. Whipped 
against wheel wells. "Find out what?" 
"What happened to Nick." 
Shock value. Every organ, every bone and joint in my 
body, constricted like a salted slug. "We know enough to 
know we wouldn't live through it," I said. 
"A life ruled by fear is worth zero." 
"A life dead is worth less. Why can't you forget it? 
We have each other. Our parents don't exist." 
"You don't understand, Z. I had a special relationship 
with Nick." 
"Don't you think I did, too?" 
"No, Z. Mine was special." Your face crumbled like 
clay, and when I saw it, I knew you'd go this time. Two or 
three times a year you'd say you had to find out the truth 
about your father, but this time, the way you whispered 
"mine was special," I knew you'd go, and I knew you wouldn't 
live through it. Our family is poison—and now I take up 
the chalice. 
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You took off your glasses. Same glasses you'd had for 
years. Since before we left home. Tucked them into case, 
then dropped glasses and book into brown paper bag. Always 
carried a grocery bag—rolled down at the top so much the 
brown paper crushed to felt. Hugged the bag under your arm-
-book and glasses. Walkjnan and tapes. Stood and pushed open 
the door. I watched you weave long strides through the 
crowd until the door crashed shut. 
In the Mazda as I drove us home. I begged you to forget 
about Nick. Were you even conscious? I pleaded with you, 
told you I wouldn't let you go. 
Then for an hour in the mildewed basement where we've 
slept too many nights under discarded blankets of a dog, you 
puked on the floor and on your t-shirt and jeans. You puked 
green, then yellow, then finally spewed your blood. And 
when you stopped and seemed almost dead. I unbuckled your 
pants and tugged at them. You'll never see the scar on my 
lip. With the heel of the cowboy boots you stole in 
Sundance, Wyoming you kicked me in the mouth and the ribs 
and finally in the balls. 
When I lifted myself up, you were gone. I ran outside 
and up cement steps. You had not taken the Mazda. I looked 
up and down the street. Grey mist, cold Seattle steam thick 
in the air. Parked cars, sad city trees, street lamps 
streaming light. Cemetery serene. 
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On the next block engine roared and headlights burned 
through night fog. Of course, the '66 Camaro you'd wanted 
to steal for months. You screeched around the corner and 
down Queen Anne Hill. No point chasing you in burned out 
Mazda GLC. I froze on the sidewalk, car keys hanging in my 
fingers, and listened to acceleration down the steep hill. 
Waiting for acceleration—like a sharp pain—to stop. 
Then the crash. Endless crunching searing metal. You 
hit one parked car, then another, and another. Vou were so 
fucked up. 
The last crush of metal sounded final as the chomp of a 
guillotine blade. All that speed brought to rest. I ran 
down the hill, down the middle of the street. Praying you'd 
start the engine and drive off, knowing it was impossible. 
At the bottom of the hill cars were scattered on the 
sidewalk, on lawns, pointing different directions like a 
tornado had twisted through. The Camaro was plowed into the 
thick trunk of a tree. Seething hissing noises like the 
deepest parts of hell. Sweet oil, toxic gas. And you, 
little brother, your head and bulky shoulders, your chest 
and waist, through the windshield, twisted sideways, your 
cheek on the folded up hood. Your legs caught behind the 
steering wheel. Rich red blood in your hair, straight from 
your heart. I sat up on the hood and lifted your head to my 
thigh. Middle-aged woman took off her housecoat and wrapped 
it around your head. Ran into house—flannel nightgown 
flowing like a madwoman's—to call .911. "Z.," you said to 
me, your lungs gurgling, chest expanding with panting 
breaths. "Truth." Gurgling got louder—like going under 
water—blood sputtered from your lips, and then your chest 
just stopped. You didn't take another breath. You died on 
my lap. your head wrapped in the housecoat of a woman you 
didn't know, the smell of someone's mother. 
Chapter Three 
Heavy wooden door of my bedroom. Nothing corny like 
hashmarks recording my growth, but still nostalgia as I ease 
it shut for, I'm sure, the last time. Why have I returned 
to this house? To tell them about you. little brother? For 
passport and money? Did perverse twist of heart murmur, 
misfired synapse, coax me to think I might embrace them, or 
they me? These sour-breathed dictators of doom? There is 
the road, and there is home, and neither is....And neither 
is, little brother. Neither is. 
Yet remembering family vacation. Car idling by a phone 
booth in which father made a call. Went on forever. Wipers 
gliding over windshield. Easy rain at dusk. Cavernous back 
seat of Olds Eighty-eight where you and I, little brother, 
crouched and shot spit-balls of chewed up HoJo's bag though 
straws into mother's mountain of hair. Nick leaning into 
back of mother's seat, his head turned from us, his arm 
dropping over her shoulder, across her chest. Spit balls 
suspended in her hair like Christmas ornaments in a tree. 
Nick and mother whisper. Then explosion of monsters 
descending. Nick twists. Mother lurches over seat. French 
fries growing from their mouths like fangs, the two of them 
claw our ribs and french fry our necks until giggles suck us 
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exhausted. In the aftermath—you and I are panting, sore-
ribbed, worn out from excitement, Nick lovingly plucks spit 
balls from mother's hair as she lays into head rest. 
Father—his back—hunched under dull phone booth light 
against darkening sky. 
Hallway runner—silk sheen Oriental design. Soft under 
my boots. From the top of stairs I hear her sponging the 
floor. Wringing ammonia and water into a bucket. Bursts of 
good-time howls—swearing false denials, boasting past 
misconduct—("You mean you knew Martin's racquet was in the 
trunk of the car?") seep like the smell of spilled Scotch 
from the study. At the bottom of the stairs, milky eyes and 
wagging tail of Fido. Head bobs. Front foot, like a horse 
pawing the dirt, tests the first step. Jiggles body up a 
stair or two. You're coming around, Fido. You're A-okay. 
Dark wood door to Nick's wing. Deep beautiful grain 
like all the doors in the house. Pushing through. Leaving 
it open a crack to hear. Backside of door painted yellow. 
The yellow of kitchen and Nick's wing—servants wing. 
Servants' yellow. Light without being cheerful. Dress them 
in white, surround them with yellow so it's easy to see that 
they're clean. 
The wing completely empty. Barren hall. Carpet torn 
up. Original bathroom with one-inch black and white tiles 
sitting akilter. No curtain around the tub. Old awkward 
toilet, pull-chain with cracked porcelain handle. 
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Nick's study, clean and completely empty, looking 
smaller than it used to. His bedroom too—no curtains, or 
shades, no nails in the wall. Completely empty except in 
the middle of the floor a box of Kleenex. 
Last place I saw Nick. Here. I sat on the bed, little 
brother, and he paced. Told me about father in Guatemala 
and told me to get a post office box in another town. When 
you got home from school, in this room, he told us about 
Vienna. Cowboy and spurs. Showed us the bruise on his 
ribs. 
We sat here when he went and spoke to mother. Heard 
them come into Nick's hall, open the linen drawers. A long 
silent goodbye, and Nick returned to the room slipping 
wallet in his pocket. 
And the last thing Nick told us was if anything 
happened, it wasn't an accident. 
On the way to the interstate, on the country road Nick 
had driven a thousand times, no hurry for his seven-thirty 
flight to Guatemala, no fog, no rain. Nick drove off 
Harrison Point. The car was a rental and was recovered and 
crushed before the family could be notified even though 
someone living near Harrison Point told the newspaper she'd 
heard a car horn and metal crashing into metal before the 
long skid that ended in the crash fifty feet down the cliff. 
Pressing my cheek to the door at the hall. Fingers 
hooked under lackluster brass pull of linen drawer. Sliding 
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open, it comes too easily. Empty. Pulling open others. 
All of them empty. Frantic. For five years I've remembered 
this. Became sure that mother had given Nick money from 
here, money hidden under last decade's bedspread or electric 
blankets. Wall of drawers pulled out. Deep empty wooden 
vaults, like drawers of a morgue. 
Bang at door. Jerking my body. Guilty. Caught. But 
I don't care, until I see it's Fido. Weasels body through. 
My hands are raised. Fido. can't we have a truce? He sees 
my guilt, smells intentions. 
Like a skulking river, genius Fido churns toward me. I 
drop to my knees. Reach out and scratch his old grey beard. 
You're missing too many teeth, Fido. Remember fetching 
rocks in the river? You'd dive and carry rocks back that I 
could barely throw. Remember cocktail parties downstairs 
when I'd steal a bowl of pate? On my bedroom floor I'd 
spread it on milk-bone biscuits for you and saltines for me. 
Fido groans and licks my lips with acidic tongue. I 
tug limp ears, massage his gritty coat: Dognapping will be 
added to my list of crimes. 
Pulling bottom drawers from the wall, searching 
underneath for money, but nothing under any of them. Then 
groping above the top drawers, inside the wall, my fingers 
skim something soft and cool. Tugging but it won't release. 
Feeling it carefully. A bag. Size of a loaf of bread. A 
strap hung from a nail. I lift it off and it drops heavily 
to the empty drawer. A black leather shaving kit. 
Fido smells adventure. Panting. Wheezing. Stiff tail 
wags. 
I unzip the bag. Reaching through handwritten folded 
pages to the bottom. Yes. A bundle of bills. Heavy in my 
hand. Thick as a deck of cards. Wound with a bank wrapper; 
200 TWENTIES. $4000. "Fido," I say. "Perhaps a taste of 
pot roast?" and his tail clicks up to double time. 
Money back in the shaving kit, I open Nick's bedroom 
window and drop the bag down to the lawn. Then Fido and I 
drop down the back stairs. Dark stairs once edged with 
cleansers, buckets and a mop, bottles of Ginger Ale, bags of 
grocery bags. Now the stairway, like a secret passage, is 
completely clear. Fido jerks behind me like a cheap wind-up 
toy, buzzing bones descending into pot roast stratum. 
Open door to kitchen. No one there. Pot roast 
glistens on counter. With carving knife I pop the strings 
and hack off a chunk. Flip it onto fancy plate as Fido zips 
into kitchen wheezing. I open the door to back porch and 
step out with the plate. "Let's hit the road, Fido," I say. 
On front seat of Mazda I'd parked around back Fido 
chows. Shaving kit sits warm between my thighs. Pull off 
the brake and coast down to street before I pop the clutch 
and rev though slalom course of white picket barricades 
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blocking alternate sides of the street every twenty yards. 
Slow down the criminals. Keep out the trash. 
Fat. sucking-up rental cop with mayonnaise on his 
second chin eating a sandwich waves as I pass the booth. 
Fido licks the plate clean and sits up tall in the 
passenger seat. Mazda sputters as I press pedal to floor. 
Slow but constant acceleration follows, and I pump Lou Reed 
a dozen notches higher, watching the millisecond-long 
patterns of headlights flicker in the trees. As my speed 
crests, I feel, for the first time in five years, that 
suicide is not even an option. 
Chapter Four 
When I'm lying down, when I let myself relax, my arms 
and head get heavy as iron. Pocked iron plates wrap my 
skull and wrists shackling me where I lie. Trying to sleep, 
then getting up, I struggle against hundreds of pounds of 
dead weight, hundreds of layers of cobwebbed rusted iron 
ore. 
I sleep with one eye open, watching the window or just 
the wall, usually conscious I'm asleep—the way it's 
happening now. 
Dreaming I'm walking through an empty stadi'jm, totally 
dark, but my one eye is open so I see it's all grey cement. 
No seats. Grey cement benches. Walking within enormous 
empty space. A woman's voice asks, "Would you help me to 
pee?" She's squatting on cement. The whole time my one eye 
open, watching through window a red glow on the wing. 
Awake. Through the glass, wing sways with twists of 
turbulence. Jet engines rumble. As if my arm is tied to 
armrest, weightlifting to lift two fingertips to my lower 
lip. Thinking of lucky Fido—in the bay with spry dogs and 
cats, perhaps a mongoose or ferret, stretched out in ninety-
dollar King-size Doggie Taxi enjoying pharmaceutical 
veterinary quaalude. Not even aware of strudel dough 
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rolling out this moment, chunks of lean sauerkraut packing 
into skin and waiting for Fido. 
Push the button above my head with black silhouette of 
stewardess. Pull knapsack from under seat and take out 
shaving kit on my lap. 
Down the tube of airplane, small screen flickers colors 
that form Kevin Costner—wholesome yeoman farmer on his 
porch, baseball bat over shoulder, inhaling pollen from 
acres of corn. Pure God-inspired human goodness. 
"May I help you?" Squat stewardess with no resemblance 
to silhouette. Instead of statuesque black, she's squishy 
wh i t e. 
"Yes." I say over the two empty seats beside me. 
"Could I have some coffee?" 
"We came around with coffee half an hour ago—" 
"I was as 1eep." 
"—and you were asleep." Like a llama, looks 
attentive, but thinks about grain. 
"Could I have some now?" Wanting coffee even more. 
"With milk?" 
"We have creamers." 
"I could come up and get it." 
"Can't have passengers walking with coffee." 
"Could I have real milk? Those creamers are just corn 
syrup." 
"We don't have milk for coffee." 
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"How about just a carton of milk?" 
She watches silent flickers of light over her shoulder. 
A baseball diamond in the middle of a corn field. "So you 
want a milk and a coffee?" 
"That would be great." 
Opening shaving kit. Removing the handwritten pages 
which I've not yet read but have discovered are letters to 
mother from Nick. Two days spent ignoring them, putting 
them in order by date. Ignoring them some more. 
Nick's handwriting is tight and controlled with self-
conscious style—long tailed "y"s and "g"s, no capital 
letters. "a"s like typewritten "a"s, and perfectly practiced 
ampersands. 
Beginning the first: 
1/4/85 
dearest mother: 
there is a beautiful little nine-year-old gii'l here 
named iris. when i arrived, she had a terribly infected 
leg. she'd been bitten by a dog & her mother kept asking me 
over and over for aspirin. "por favor, professor. tiene 
asperinas por mi hija?" i told her aspirin wouldn't help, & 
she became angry & wouldn't let me even see ii-is. finally, 
when I got in to see her again, the infection had gotten 
much wo2-se. her entire leg was swollen. &. the entire 
outside of her calf was scabbed & oozing puss. her foot was 
enormous, red, hot, & throbbing. we stayed up all night 
soaking her leg in boiled water. i cancel led my classes the 
next day to stay with her because the infection was even 
worse. 
but by the middle of the next night the swelling was 
going down & we all slept. it is accurate what they told 
us—that i'd be doing a lot more in the village than 
teaching english. i don't see myself as some mother teresa 
or something, but i Just may have saved iris' leg. now. 
she 's in a clean dress everyday & she soaks her leg in 
boiled water. despite my urgings, her parents still make 
her work, so i've given her a pair of white tube socks and 
my boots to wear in the mud. she looks absolutely 
ridiculous tromping around the village in a clean dress, 
athletic socks up to her knees, & a pair of size 8 dunham 
boots. 
i was sorry about our argument before i left. we've 
done some things that, as we've said, we should never 
regret. but that 's over now & we go on. i miss you. 
love always, nick 
Shaking hands. Fluttering heart as if from too much 
caffeine. Nick was whole milk fancy grade-A pure honey 
goodness. Even better, he was soy milk—nothing unhealthy 
and no exploitation of cow. Only person I've known who 
understood morality. Only person who gave two shits about 
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doing the right thing. Except for you, little brother, the 
only person I've loved. 
Coffee-promising squat stewardess—she does not return. 
I'll never see her again. With luck, she's gone out the 
back door. 
And what do Nick and mother regret? 
Chapter Five 
Staking out Indonesian restaurants in Vienna. "Apa 
Kabar," I say to the waiter in each one then sit and take my 
time over curried beef-skin krupuk and soto ayam, drinking 
an Ottakringer beer. It has been a week. Ambiences ranging 
from "American Chinese Chintz" (red velvet, tassel sheen, 
gold plastic heirlooms) to "Viennese yodel kitsch" (mini 
mountain chalet, carved wood, Vonn Trapp quaint). And, like 
this one, "Street vendor moves inside" (garage-like 
florescent-1it grungy white-tiled, counter service cheap). 
The food, of course, the flavor of the coconut, the 
lightness of curry puffs, is inversely related to the 
ambience. In all of them, the same photo—early 60s 
Kodacolor—too much orange and yellow, salmon-colored skin— 
of a King. 
Here, by the cash register, calendar with pretty 
Indonesian girls dressed in silk. Framed snapshots. Red 
and white flag tacked to the wall. 
Noises from the back. Indonesian orders reminding me 
of Wabisabi Sushi and Japanese Cuisine, 212 High Street. 
Seattle. You and I, little brother, illegal aliens, 
undocumented workers in our own country. Nakamura couldn't 
get the Japanese students who'd once worked for him. Five 
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bucks an hour translated into so few Yen they all quit. He 
caught us walking the check, caught me anyway as you ran 
down an alley, and when you came back to rescue me, you 
conned him into giving us jobs instead of calling police. 
"Now you're talking my language, Mr. Nakamura," you said. 
"Here you're telling me you need help, and here are we. two 
upper-middle class responsible white males from the mid­
section of this great country, ready to provide it." 
We prepped. we washed dishes. And you talked furiously 
about your reading—Nietzsche. Kerouac, Shakespeare. 
"Gambarimashoo,you'd shout as you attacked a stack of 
teriyaki covered plates. "And Z.," you'd say. "always 
better too much suds then too little." Sinking your 
enormous arms into foaming water: "Washin' and rinsin'. 
Choppin' and minsin'. Making that J-land food." You had 
found your calling. 
Staying too long in Indonesian restaurant. I've read 
Fodor's Austria thoroughly. My tourist disguise is 
questionable anyway—spending half the day in Indonesian 
take-out dive. Giving up on finding the cowboy. Never 
imagined Vienna so big. From Nick's description, cowboy 
should stand out like the Vienna gates. 
Man in charge—small Asian man in white butcher's 
smock, pointing at boys and barking orders—one eye closed 
up and hollow, deep scar shaped like a sickle from forehead 
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to chin, caved-in eyelid slit down the middle, color of 
chicken gizzard. 
"Gute," I say. "Kostlich." giving him money. 
Examining pictures to my right. Group shots in the 
restaurant. Scarred boss with Austrians in business suits. 
With a woman and some boys. Everyone smiling and well-fed. 
Fifteen or twenty of these photos, all nearly identical. 
with boss in the middle presenting his customers, the 
enthusiasm of his smile apparently related to his customers' 
prestige. 
Then, at the very top, one picture. Two westerners in 
black suits with short hair, gold name plates on their 
lapels. Boss stands between them with yahoo s.Tiile on his 
face—on his head a black cowboy hat five sizes too big. 
Fright like I've bee.n caught. Sudden knowledge that 
I've found something. Taken a step. Involved and therefore 
in danger. I know something. Almost nothing but more than 
they want me to. The question—not, will they discover me? 
but when? Do they know already? Like Fido, does scar-face 
smell my intentions? Little brother, you would not hesitate 
now. You would suck power from this fear, from this little 
piece of information. But look what happened to you. All 
of this passes through me like a fall on my back. Wind 
knocked out. 
Looking back to scar-face. Expecting a grin, a threat, 
a gun. But only extending my change. 
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"Apa Kabar." I say. "Delicious food. I'll be back." 
Shit the rug again. Fido, I'm sorry. You need to go 
out, I know, but I've had a development. Licks my face 
knowing that meat pies are somewhere in my bag. Small room 
in pension. Wacked-out green felt walls, baroque candle 
arbors, and posters of Pinocchio. Marionette Pension it's 
called. 
Fido scarfs meat pies on his plate—the one from my 
parents' house—and I lift his shit with tissue into white 
bakers' bag. Walk down the hall to the bathroom. String 
puppets in wederhosen and flouncy gowns, happy wooden faces 
and conical noses watch from their high-kneed, mid-step 
positions on the wall. 
Flushing Fido's shit, then my own—nothing but 
Indonesian food, spices burning bowels for a week. 
Fido's nose on the window sill. Taking it in. Waiting 
for dark and his walk. His nose sometimes dry like a toad. 
Worrisome. His coat more oily than a week ago. Dirty oil 
with grit. Fido, do you need a doctor? 
He stands in the middle of the room and his head begins 
to quiver. "No Fido," I say. "Don't you dare." Quivering 
moves down to his shoulders then his hind quarters. "No 
Fido," I order. "Don't do it to me." His whole body 
shakes. Flakes rise from his coat and I know what's coming. 
There is nothing I can do. 
Fido farts. Long and moist, then curls up against 
green felt in the corner, and his fart—spicy ground bee 
pork garlic peppercorn, pastry saurbraut, beer, doggie-
quaalude, canine-colon-cancei hangs like a roomful of 
cadavers. 
Chapter Six 
Long days in Indonesia. More spicy stew of lamb 
innards and steamed beef marrow than a Dutch colonist would 
stand. Getting acquainted with scar-face whose name is Bin. 
Bin sits with me and smokes from time to time. "Why so much 
time you spend here?" he wants to know. 
"Why not?" I answer. 
"Ja!" Pounding me on the back. "You Buddhist; I 
know;" Pours beer from a tall bottle into my glass. Laughs 
with wheezes like Fido, stretching scar across his cheek. 
Bin gets completely drunk every time we share a bottle 
of beer. "What sort of name 'Z'?" 
"What sort of name Bin? 
Even this Bin finds funny. "I like .American." 
"You don't know any .Americans." 
"Ja, ja. Many." 
Leaning close to Bin. Smelling dirty kitche.n through 
his pores, touching my brow to his slippery forehead, my 
cheek pressed to his tattered eyelid flesh. "Bin. The only 
people I ever see in here are fat Austrians in cheap suits." 
"Very fat ones," Bin says. 
"Spanferkel." 
Bin erupts. "Ja," he agrees. "Pig." 
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"Suckling pig." 
"Sucking pig," Bin says and wipes his sweat from his 
forehead with a sleeve. 
I wipe Bin's sweat from my forehead with a paper 
napkin. 
"American friends coming here tonight," he says. "You 
come." 
Same feeling again. Slack towels and jittery legs as I 
walk back to Marionette Pension. An inch closer to truth 
about Nick's death. And why do I care? There's no one to 
even tell, little brother, now that you're dead too. Why do 
I pursue this? Take this chance? Because chance is about 
costs and benefits—the cost could be death, the benefit is 
knowledge. And I'd give my life to know. 
Fido—doddering janitor, seen all the shows—sleeps in 
our puppet theater room. Doesn't get up to greet me. Lying 
with snout in puddle of drool. Raises one milky eye. Drops 
lid and groans. I've returned to the room early today, and 
Fido resents upset of routine. Loves the predictable. 
Doesn't ask for complex liberties—demands only three square 
naps, two meals, and a snack daily. 
Straddling mound of Fido, tickling dried-up angular 
ribs. "C'mon Fido. Why don't you wake up?" 
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Ruffles white snout. Bares brown teeth. "C'mon you. 
Why don't you clean up some shit." 
It would be one thing if you respected me Fido. I've 
witnessed minimal loyalty. You may be along solely for free 
vacation and ethnic take-out twice a day. 
Giving up on comfort from Fido. Lying back on bed. I 
feel security of the room slipping from under me. Like 
after a day skiing, closing eyes and sliding too fast on my 
back down the slope—sensing the pull of gravity like G-
forces in the chest. The room, this little bit of safety 
for Fido and me, sliding away. 
Presence in the room. As in cheap roadside motels, 
feeling occupants of last night and night before. Hairy 
man, skin too white, reclined naked on the bedspread—bucket 
with chips of ice. TV too loud, a bottle, and a smoke. 
Tired young couple, driving back to Pittsburgh—he carries 
in the bags and lets her use the bathroom first. She sets 
tissues beside the bed. 
Or after a robbery. Tainted room. Once, it was 
extension of yourself—scents and echoes, knowing the 
obstacles blind—but because of robbery, invasion, some 
toxin, like radiation, hovers over surfaces, alters the 
space. So strong that if you get up in the night, you might 
trip over a chair. 
Not cowboy who invaded my world, but me—the robber— 
intruding into his. But by reaching a feeler inside his 
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realm, I sense him—hundreds of needles injecting allergens 
just under my skin. His boot crushes my ribs. 
Taking a letter from shaving kit. Rolling to my side. 
1/30/85 
dearest mother, 
j received your letter yesterday. it seems the mail 
will take longei' than we thought. when i tell my students 
that the mail seems slow, they just laugh & say i hurry too 
much. i try to get thi'ough a chapter pei' week in the text 
book & they don't understand why i set deadlines. 
everything is manana. slow down. enjoy the day. there's 
always manana. it's a wonderful philosophy that i respect 
completely. despite the poverty here, i'm finding terrific 
happiness—contentedness really—absent from most americans. 
it makes me think of my father (who as you probably 
know i saw in guatemala city last week—i never knew they 
had plants here, too) but anyway, how he was always away 
from home & never seemed to enjoy life, for one, but more 
importantly never gave you the comfort and love you needed. 
the distance has been good. i think more and more it 
was only comfort & love you lacked (& i lacked too) & that 
was all it was about. 
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we had another scary spate of infection with iris, but 
now she's healing fast. don't get jealous, but i love that 
little girl completely. 
love always, nick 
Again, not sure what to think. I've read all the 
letters once, and now reread. Nothing stated to help me— 
except tragedy of Iris and greater implication of father. 
Unstated is what I read for now. That, and getting closer 
to Nick. 
Chapter Seven 
Dusk. Sneaking Fido out for his walk. In the park 
Fido still ignores Viennese dogs. No interest in canine-
cross-cultural ism. Homestay dog with an attitude. 
At our bench Fido doesn't sit and be good, but looks 
over stiff shoulder and barks. "Hurry up." 
Sitting on the bench. Cutting up bauernwurst and some 
green beans on Fido's plate. Trying to feed him more 
vegetables. He chows and I watch American tourists. Taking 
pictures of themselves propped on edge of fountain, cutting 
black bread, tomato, and cheese with Swiss Army Knife. A 
roll of these pictures docum.enting shoestring Bohemian 
character of their trip even though obvious from here—too 
clean hair and clothes, fancy shoes, and rental car on which 
they set their auto-timed camera—they eat all their meals 
at the hote1. 
Fido shits behind the bench—an extraordinary smell 
worse than death—and then, without waiting for me, he 
slumps back toward Marionette Pension. 
Dark when I get to Indonesia. White neon buzzes, 
attracts moths and swarms of tiny insects. As usual, grungy 
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white curtains in the windows from eye-level down. Depress 
worn thumb plate and lean into door. 
I see him. His enormous back. Broad like a steer. 
Black shirt with turquoise western piping beneath t^e 
shoulders and cutting down his lats. Rump roast neck. 
Cropped hair and stiff black cowboy hat. 
Three groups of two—an Asian couple and some 
Austrian®—orderly eating. In the corner, beside the cash 
register, cowboy's group spills away from two tables pushed 
together. Good ole boy English. Smoke and ruckus. Cowboy 
and three others. Bin sitting among them. Pouring beers. 
Enormously smiling. Looks up and sees me. 
It has begun. 
Slov? motion. Bin standing. His arm—liter bottle in 
fist—rising. Sounds lag to a slur. 
It has begun. This is cowboy who met with father and 
wanted Nick dead. It's all I know. Do they know me 
already? Still moving. No stopping the machine. Sounds 
stop and I hear only my lungs filling and emptying out. 
Still moving. Not sure why I don't trip. Why my legs 
continue to move. I'm not controlling them. Sounds now 
returning in pulses. Pulsating rhythms. Standing beside 
the table. Don't fall. Bin talking, arms spread wide. 
Three men looking at me. All but cowboy. No stopping the 
machine. 
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Nodding. Swirls of sound from Bin. My body not mine. 
Shaking a hand. Nodding to two others. Mountain of cowboy 
still not turning, not looking at me. The touch of that 
hand begins to bring me back. Then I hear Bin say: 
"Coyote. This my American friend, Z." 
Cowboy turns. Raises his head. Black hat brim tips. 
Chin like a fist. Horizontal smile, wide and huge showing 
bottom teeth and top. But for a gold band girding a lower 
canine— pointed enamel piercing though the top—teeth 
perfect and white, big as a horse. Slender nose. Green 
accusing eyes. 
Screeches back his chair on tile floor. Unfolds his 
body, volcano erupting. James West style cowboy shirt, 
silver snaps in a V up either side of his chest. Flap 
hanging open under left side of jaw. Silver and turquoise 
belt around trim waist of tight black jeans. 
I look up at the clean-shaven knuckles of his chin. 
Cowboy must be six foot six. 
Reaches hand to me. Enormous palm in which a small dog 
could sleep. Encloses my hand in his. Squeezes firm, but 
doesn't hurt. Says with his eyes when they lock onto mine: 
I am not crushing the bones of your hand even though I 
could. You already owe me one. Now who are you? 
Like a slap in the face, when he says. "How's it goin', 
buddy. I'm the Coyote," I return to myself, clear-headed 
and completely in control, breathing pure oxygen. 
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Stretching my fingers around his sandbag palm. 
Gripping tight. "How are you. Coyote? My name's Z." 
Coyote's head drops. Doesn't release my hand. Twists 
glance to others then rolls head back to me. Laughs like a 
drunk man. "Now what kind of zip sap Zorro zipper zit kind 
of name is that!" Looks to others and they laugh, too. 
Choices. Something rational happening. Some planning. 
But mostly feeling that pure o.xygen. Thinking of you, 
little brother, and what you'd do. You were like Coyote 
these last years, and where did it all come from? Not just 
from coke and bennies and booze. You found some source in 
yourself. You tapped a natural fuel in your body and used 
it all up. You souped up your inner carb. 
Not pure oxygen I'm breathing now. but pure fear. Fear 
as clean as bleach. Driving out the consequences. Letting 
go of all that fear tries to warn me from. Taking fear as 
the pure jet engine energy that it is. Drinking it down and 
burning it up. 
Coyote's laughter self-sustaining. Doubled over and 
still taller than me. Hearing the others, seeing Bin's 
closed up greasy cackling face. 
Springing my hand from Coyote's. Grasping beer bottle 
by the body, throwing it over Coyote's shoulder, over Bin's 
head, throwing like I haven't thrown since crystal eggs at 
the wall, little brother. As hard as I threw, I couldn't 
get those eggs to break though living room plaster. But you 
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did. You and your big sad arms came to life, broke holes 
through living room wall, and even shattered an egg—that 
satisfying Steuban pop we felt in our souls. 
The way I throw this beer bottle—the impact as it 
smashes half full against the wall, foam geysers from neck 
and entire bottle, heal and lip. blow to smithereens—I 
could have popped mother's crystal eggs, could have sunk one 
through the wall. 
Walking toward the door. Counting my steps. Six 
strides taking forever in deathly silence. 
Deep coyote howl rips like a scream through the night. 
I pull open the door, but hand grips my shoulder. "Okay, 
okay. Come back, my friend. Okay." It is Bin. 
Turning around. Coyote gulps from a bottle and howls 
again, back arched like a wolf. Bin walks me to the tables, 
his hand cupping my elbow. Asian couple and two of the 
Austrians quickly leave. 
At tail of howl Coyote says, "So it's Z then. Good 
spirit, Z." Slaps my shoulder, and I fall into a chair. 
"Bin!" Coyote orders, and Bin hustles to kitchen and returns 
with five more liter bottles, their necks wedged between his 
stubby fingers. 
Knowing I've succeeded at something. Looking finally 
at the others. Two of them young, perhaps twenty-one or -
two. One of them like he could be their father. All in 
dark business suits. All in fact look like clones. White-
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bread faces. Ersatz charm. "Have we settled in then?" the 
older one asks. 
"Who's 'we'?" I say. 
"You." 
"So you mean me?" 
"We 11, yeah." 
"Why didn't you say that?" I lean over the table 
toward him. but I can see I don't rattle him at ail. 
"Well now. Z." Coyote says. "How 'bout a drink?" 
Sitting back down. "Coyote," I say. "I'm extremely 
thirsty. In fact. I'm. parched." 
"Rock and roll!" Coyote yells out and guzzles from the 
bottle, then passes it to me. 
Guzzling myself. The strong beer bubbling down my 
throat. Reaching my stomach and expanding. Sucking in foam, 
to finish the bottle. 
"Nov? there's a drinking partner deserving of the 
Coyote." he says to the others. 
Bin flips off another cap and sets the bottle up for 
me, then slides over my own plate of jadah manten. I am in 
control. Of myself and of this group. I'm the dealer at a 
winning house. They look to me for clues of my intentions. 
They want to please me. This is the result of throwing a 
beer bottle over the shoulder of a man who you ail know 
could kill you with a yawn. This is the result of 
manipulating fear. 
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We drink the night long. 
"Clean up this mess, will you Bin?" Coyote says. "I 
can't stand this mess. Always the dirty plates in this 
dump." Coyote stretches self like a river over three 
chairs, one silver tipped boot propped on edge of table, 
spur hanging off heel like a miniature Medieval bludgeon— 
official souvenir of Trojan War. 
Bin collects plates—stacks fifteen or twenty dirty 
saucers in a column, tips them into one arm, and with 
opposite hand yanks white rag from under apron and smudges 
spilled food from between the bottles. 
Bin returns from kitchen with camera. Stands at end of 
group. Coyote looks up from sprawl—hat pulled low over 
eyes. Quick like bullet piercing skin (simple 7 mm high-
powered rifle Coyote hunted with as a boy hurls a chunk of 
lead at 3100 feet per second) Coyote is holding Bin against 
the wall by his neck. Bin's face already turning red. His 
feet dangling six inches off the floor. "Now. what did I 
tell you about that camera?" he says to Bin. The other men 
don't startle. 
An Asian woman swinging a club of 2x4 like a baseball 
bat comes out from the kitchen. Old, and must be Bin's 
wife. She swings once by Coyote's ribs, grazing his shirt, 
and yells furiously in Indonesian. She's half Coyote's 
height, only as tall as the 2x4 she wields. 
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Coyote breaks a shucks kind of smile and allows Bin to 
slide down the wall. Still with his hand to Bin's neck he 
says, "Hey Mama-san. Apa Kabar. Holster your weapon. Trot 
off back to the stall, will ya?" 
She's still yelling torrents. When Coyote releases 
Bin's neck. Bin yells at her, drives her with Indonesian 
barrage and three shoves back to the kitchen. 
Coyote gets comfortable. Says, "Slope head wants to 
steal my soul." 
Chapter Eight 
At Marionette Pension. 2:30 a.m. Fido has been 
busted. Note on my door to see gestapo concierge. Fido 
abducted. 
I clack wooden hiking boot of wederhosened puppet into 
her door. Rustling, then door opens. Displeased concierge. 
Scraps of white cloth tied in hair. Fence post of a body 
holding up pink robe. No Julie Andrews. "Jaaaa." she says. 
Angry like grandmothers get angry at children they spoil. 
"How you are why?" she demands. 
"Where's my dog?" 
Shakes her head and cloth scraps dance like laundry on 
the line. "None gut you doing." 
She waits for an answer. 
"That's fascinating," I say, "but Where's my dog?" 
"Cannot no. Warum?" Shakes her head again. "Nie 
wieder!" Waves her hand beneath her nose. Fido's farts 
plod through the door. 
Agonized moans of Fido. Shuffling paws. Stands behind 
concierge in the dark room. Barks at intruder who is me. 
"Let us sleep. This fraulein is kind. Homemade bratwurst 
and a walk in the afternoon." 
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Barking at me, Fido. Vacillating territoriality. 
Whimsical loyalty. Shared history means nothing to you. 
Disgusted with the inconvenience of it all, stiff-
legged Fido follows me back to my room. Heavy panting 
breaths. Stringy drool. 
Fraulein has made herself clear. Fido and I will be 
cast out come sunrise. The new day will bring homelessness 
upon us. Fido, your phoney loyalty to the locals, your 
flighty and ill-considered alliance, has gained you nothing 
but one decent meal and a mid-afternoon piss. 
Fido laps from spring water jug cut down to dish and 
groans his soreness to the floor. "My water has been 
standip.Q all day. Please freshen it." Shuts milky eyes. 
Reclining on the bed. Thinking of you and that cowboy, 
little brother. Of smashed bottles and late nights out of 
control. Coyote is a madman taught to control his out-of-
control. Taught to reign his wildness—not to hold it back, 
but just to steer. 
Before I'd seen him move, he'd stood, taken the camera, 
and lifted Bin by the neck against the wall. Played with 
Bin's life, thumb to trachea. Watched his face get good and 
red before he let him down—swinging 2x4 or not. And Bin 
knew better than to struggle. Hung at the gallows praying, 
I suppose, for mercy. 
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Fraulein was in my room. Perhaps went through my 
things. Looked, at my passport and Nick's letters. Found 
the shaving kit of cash at the bottom of my backpack. 
I jump from the bed. Fling spare jeans, t-shirts. 
sweater from backpack. Shaving kit crushed at bottom. 
Unzipping and finding bundle of cash. 
Relieved for a moment, but sudden shock goes through me 
like the chills. Coyote and Bin, the three clones in suits, 
they know me now and might want to know me even more. They 
might want to look through my room. They might have 
followed me here tonight. 
Closing curtains. Switch lamp by the bed on and 
ceiling light off. Dart my eyes from Nick's letter on 
bedside table to passport on the bureau, to shaving kit, to 
Birth of Tragedy with your name, little brother, under the 
cover, to "Roy Zarkin Dunne" block printed in fading magic 
marker on front pocket of my backpack. I touch my wallet. 
Even that could have been lifted and replaced in my back 
pocket this evening. 
Darting my eyes around the room like I'm ambushed. I 
chain the door and make the bed pulling bedspread tight and 
neat. Then pile everything of mine on the bed, searching 
drawers I haven't even opened yet. Searching for scraps of 
paper, currency exchange receipts. Anything that identifies 
me. Pile everything I brought to this room except Fido on 
the bed. Inspect each article. Throw Crest toothpaste and 
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Ivory soap in the trash can. Throw away a ball point pen 
with "Seattle First Interstate" printed on the side. Dump 
everything from wallet except for Austrian marks into 
shaving kit. Nick's letters, passport, car keys, airline 
ticket all in shaving kit with remaining $1700. Slice front 
pocket of backpack and rip off the green nylon bearing my 
name, leaving soft green nylon fringe. Tear out page one of 
Nietzsche. 
Late night panic. Compression of quiet and too many 
beers. Drink water from tap at sink in corner. Afraid to 
leave the room so I piss in the sink. Balis resting on cold 
porcelain which clears my head. 
Sitting next to Fido. Gently petting sleeping head. 
Always better to pet than not to pet. Better to feed than 
not to feed. These would be the first maxims in my dog-care 
manifesto. These, and dogs love cheese. But Fido. we 
discovered years ago after a cocktail party when some wheels 
of brie turned up missing, is lactose intolerant. Dog hives 
under his fur. 
Fido lifts,his eyelids. Perhaps he thinks it's 
morning, time for his predawn walk before the concierge 
takes up her puppet stage post. "Not yet. Fido," I say and 
scratch white hairs under his chin. 
Dog tags chink in my hand. Shit. Absolute panic. 
Jerk my head over shoulder, but no one is there. "Fido," 
the tag says, with my goddamned parents' address and phone 
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number. This carelessness will put me at the bottom of 
Harrison Point. Get my own fatal car crash—mess cleaned up 
quick, my body in the ground. 
Fido back to sleep. Leather collar is old and worn, 
edges curled over like the belt of a fat man. I shift 
Fido's dead weight to the side, fiddle with buckle that's 
solidly stuck in position, trying not to wake him. Date 
rape with passed out sorority girl. 
Collar comes free. I twist the tags and snap them off. 
Hold collar in my hands. Gritty with Fido's dandruff and 
oil. Collar is made from two strips of leather sewn 
together, face to face, at the edges. 
With pocket knife I cut a slit across the inside of the 
collar, then replace it around the matted fur of Fido's 
neck. You will become involved, Fido. You may have been an 
innocent victim—dognapped from your home—but tomorrow 
you'll be involved in the scheme. Canine Patty Hurst. 
In bed, on my side, curled around two bags: shaving kit 
containing car keys, passport, airline ticket. Nick's 
letters, cash, and cards from my wallet. And a paper bag 
with every other record of my identity, every mark of my 
name that I've carried to Vienna. Feeling silly, little 
brother, clutching these traces of myself to my belly under 
the covers in the dark. 
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How would you respond to Coyote? Would It be with fear 
or would you plow right over him? Would you speak his 
language so you'd never even worry he'd search your room and 
discover you're the brother of a boy he ordered killed for 
following his father to Vienna. 
Fear never bothered you. Freedom meant no fear, I 
think, when it came to you. No fear and no slavery to 
convention. I don't think you ever knew how important the 
trip to Japan was for Michiko and Nakamura. It wasn't just 
a bonus for our hard work as Nakamura said, but he wanted 
you to meet his parents because he thought you and Michiko 
might get married. Nakamura loved you and is one of the few 
people who saw the positive energy of your madness. So much 
that he wanted you to marry his daughter. 
Why did you have to take pills to Japan? Wriy did you 
have to fuck up? You claim to remember nothing of the night 
and I suppose I believe you. Scrape with the Marines wasn't 
that bad. But I should have known then it was more than 
whisky you were on. Thrown out of Tokyo Hard Rock Cafe— 
stupid chain club. Shopping mall of bars. Twinkie of 
cakes. Only there because I wanted some food at one a.m. 
after so much to drink, but you demanded a pulse, needed 
driving bass, whisky on your tongue, and smoke in the air 
the way others need a heartbeat. 
You wanted to connect with those Marines. Find out 
what was going on in their pin heads while I ate french 
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fries and hot dog chunks with a toothpick. You were out of 
your mind by then. I watched you at the bar beyond the 
tables. White dress-shirt you bought for the trip pulled 
out in the back. Arms flew like an orchestra conductor's as 
you talked. And Marines too stupid to know what they were 
hearing, looking over cans of Bud at each other and 
laughing. You had a faith in people, that they were 
basically good and could learn. 
I speared a chunk of my America Teshiku and next time I 
looked up you were on your hands and knees, crawling under 
tables and a moment later two bouncers had you by each arm. 
I was through the tight tables and pulling a bouncer by the 
shoulder before they got you to the door. I'm sure they 
would have grabbed me too if they dared let go of your arms, 
archetypal arms that probably felt sculpted from marble when 
their small hands gripped them through your shirt. 
They stopped and grumbled at me. You looked over your 
shoulder. "Z. Where've you been? I lost my bag." 
I let them take you outside and walked around the place 
looking under tables. When I came around the end of the 
bar, I heard one of the Marines: "Did you hear him? 'I lost 
my bag.'" Sitting on the bar in front of him was your 
crushed up brown paper bag. I reached between them and 
snatched it. It had been sitting in beer and the bottom 
fell out. Walkman, tapes, and book hit the floor. Marine 
good-time howls. 
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"Fuck you." I said. 
Taking it very seriously. Injured Semper Fi. All four 
stood around me as I rose with your things in my hands. 
"Pardon me?" 
"Fuck off, pig," I said. A fifth Marine shouldered off 
against me. 
"Take it back." 
"Your sense of right and wrong is about as highly 
developed as your sense of fun. Stealing other kids' book 
bags?" 
"We could kill you." 
"There's the U.S. military. Five-hundred percent 
overkill. Actually that's low, isn't it?" 
Saved by the bell when bouncers cuffed my arms and 
escorted me to the door without Marines. 
In McDonald's, got you a new bag. A McDonald's 
shopping bag, crisp white with golden arches and string 
handles. 
Roppongi was still alive. We were thrown out of two 
more bars before we ended up in the basement place. A dark 
and dingy place for Japan—quonset hut in the jungle 
ambience. 
You danced alone on the floor while I talked with an 
American—Dartmouth, Boston, CitiCorp analyst, sailing, suit 
and tie, George Will glasses—at the bar. You taunted the 
long-haired bouncer at the door. Danced madly, writhing 
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spine like those who shoot the venom of tarantulas. 
Reaching to the bouncer with Tina Turner come-over-here 
fluttering fingers. 
I drank a few beers with Dartmouth boy until another 
westerner at the end of the bar was trying to get my 
attention. I glanced behind the bar and saw them holding 
you. Saw three of them clamping back your arms in the 
corner and the long-haired bouncer take a running kick at 
your ribs. 
Leaping over the bar. Rubber mats on the floor. Threw 
myself over you. "Finished! Finished!" I yelled. Held 
down arms. Longhair came down on my head with a whisky 
bottle and I didn't respond, just held down arms. 
"Finished!" Tney lost their will. Lost enthusiasm for 
kicking us both. 
And when they let you go, you looked around, looked at 
me and where we were behind the bar. Shook your head like 
you'd just woken up, a hand to your ribs. Your shirt was a 
mess—a button pulled off and sneaker prints—three sneaker 
prints stomping your new white shirt. 
Chapter Nine 
Dreaming I'm in Red Square surrounded by thousands of 
my drabbily dressed comrades. In unison we chant, "Boris! 
Boris! Boris!" We drive our fists into the cold Russian 
air and condensation puffs from our mouths with each 
syllable. We all have Russian accents. 
Awaken. Still curled on my side clutching shaving kit 
and paper bag to my belly. Dark outside. Speeding from 
last night's alcohol. Dried out mouth. Nauseated. 
Suck water from the tap. Warm and rusty at first so I 
nearly puke, but rinsed by cool water that follows. Fido 
makes inquisitive groans—Pee wee Herman with a sore throat 
Dreaming eyelids flutter. 
What do you dream about, Fido? Memories of our youth? 
Backpacking with Billy and Nick and me? We made you carry 
your load—saddle bags of your food and the inflatable raft 
Or do you dream you're an upper-middle class white girl in 
America, spoiled and blissful? Or do you dream of death— 
release from this life you never asked for, can't control? 
A life that's pointless beyond the little comfort you make 
for yourself. Your water—fresh and cool, a place to piss. 
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some tasty food that might hint at pleasure, and the favor 
of being left alone. 
Pulling open the curtains. Silver-grey light of dawn. 
Three floors down, on the wet black street a few cars careen 
by. Mercedes and Peugeot taxis whip along street's gentle 
curve like rabbit clamped to the pole just ahead of pursuing 
greyhounds. Office building across the street—grimy 
concrete built sometime since the war—dark and vacant for a 
few more hours. 
Feeling the dawn, the calm before. 
Drinking again from the tap. Fingers of cool water 
flowing to parched organs. Heart beating a click too fast. 
Beating up to another plane where it seems I sense 
everything more keenly. Smell Fido and hear his wheezing, 
hear the sounds of his dream. My skin is blanketed with 
feelers, erect sensors perceiving touch and breeze and 
slight changes in temperature. Water is running in another 
room. A smoker walked down the hall. Toast has been 
burned. A taxi driver sings barely off key as he cruises 
by, and in his heart a murmur grows worse by the month and, 
one of these years, will kill him. 
It is light. Traffic and pedestrians swell in the 
street, and it's time to go. 
"Wake up, Fido," I say, and he doesn't move. I scratch 
his head. 
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He grumbles, but rises—first on stiff front legs then, 
leaning forward, props aching rear legs under deteriorating 
haunch. Sad eyes drooping in white old-man fur. "Why do I 
respond to you? Why do I come when you say? Why can't I 
Just sleep through this life?" 
Load shaving kit, paper bag, and Fido's bowl into 
backpack. Clip on Fido's leash. Take final walk through 
Pinocchio gauntlet of Viennese kitsch. Disney's model for 
It's a Small World Austrian corner. Ever cheerful 
marionettes—optimism as bearable as a mime's or 
folksinger's. 
Concierge waits at desk—desk made up like a puppet 
stage—green felt with mountain folk curlicues of wood over 
the top. a raised curtain, jabots swirling down at stage 
left and right, baroque candle arbors on either side. 
Hanging beside her head—a marionette shepherd and sheep. 
Concierge admonishes with waving finger. 
"I think my dog left his bone in your apartment." 
She tilts her head and raises her eyes, resembles 
chipper shepherd beside her. "Pardon?" 
"My dog. Toy bone. Your apartment." I make movements 
of bone chewing too enthusiastic for Fido's strict dignity. 
"Nein," she says. 
"Ja, ja," I say. "I'm sure." 
"No. Nothing." Shakes her head with vigor as if it 
were operated by strings. 
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"Wouldn't you check? Bitte. Sad dog." I point to 
Fido who plays sadness with Stanislavsky sincerity. 
Kind concierge leaves desk, and I spin register around, 
flip back a few pages to where my name is entered near the 
top. I tear out the page and stuff in my pocket the only 
remaining trace of Roy Zarkin Dunne. 
Fido moves well in crowds. Makes no allowance for 
others so has little to worry about. Keeps head down and 
walks. Occasionally sniffs. Never alarmed. 
Vienna like any other city during rush hour. Traffic 
jam, high pitched horns. Pencil pushers in suits carrying 
briefcases, laborers in blue coveralls with lunch in a box. 
We slip off the main drag. Down a side street where I know 
there's a butcher. 
Loop Fido's leash to square copper downspout and go in 
for Fido's favorite: baurenwurst—pork sausage with mustard 
seed and peppercorns. 
Fido panting when I come out. Ready for a taste which 
he gets from my fingers. Chews quick like nibbling squirrel 
and gulps. "To the park, Fido," which is something he 
understands well. 
Cutting up carrots in tiny pieces while Fido waits 
impatiently. "This is for your milky eyes, Fido. Think 
beta-carotene." Mixing with chopped up baurenwurst and 
laying it out for Fido. 
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I eat two bananas and an Apfel. and a delicious cake 
full of nuts and raisins called Gugelhupf. Delighted to eat 
something that's not Indonesian and has such a funny name. 
More relaxed since last night. Since all evidence of 
my identity is in the paper bag. I remove the bag from my 
backpack and add page from pension register to it. Sack of 
my labels, rolled down at the top like the bags you carried, 
little brother. 
Feeling pressure return already as I look over right 
shoulder, then left. A few people in park, but surprisingly 
empty for 3:30 in the morning. My plan is set. though, and 
I'm ready to move. 
Fido laps Staffordshire plate clean, and I slip it back 
in plastic bag and into my pack. Arms through straps, pack 
on my back, paper bag tucked under my arm, Fido on his 
1eash. 
Walking through the park. Meeting masses on the other 
side. Four blocks of thick pedestrian stew. Fido's leash 
short and taught. Drop down steep side street and enter 
pedestrian flow on the next avenue over. At next corner, 
waiting for the light, I see a garbage truck halfway up the 
side street. 
Thinking. Flexibility. Planned to dump bag in train 
station bathroom when I was sure I was alone. But this is 
better. 
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Light changes and Fido and I cross street. Take a 
right into cool shadow of side street. Garbage men wear 
gloves and dirty hats. Truck strains twenty feet forward, 
up the steep hill, black smoke from its stack. 
Garbage men hop off and dump cans from a cluster of 
eight or ten into the truck. Unmusical clank. Bang and 
smash. 
I slow my pace until one of them pulls lever on side of 
truck and blade reaches out to scoop and crush garbage in 
the bay. Truck engine revs more black smoke. Slow motion 
powerful crushing. 
I step off curb, into street. Passing truck, I say, 
"Guten Morgen." and toss paper bag into the bay. Garbage 
men don't respond, but I stand there until I see the bag 
that maps my trail, historical records, swept under with 
dirty paper plates, lettuce leaves, coffee grounds, gristle, 
and dry white bones. 
We keep climbing the street until we're back to the 
avenue. Two more blocks to the station. Most people moving 
against us now. Pouring out of the station as if it were on 
f ire. 
Fido and I catch looks. Backpack and tired old dog. 
We stand out which worries me, but then I remember to 
breathe the fear—suck it deep in my lungs and let it feed 
my blood. 
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Inside the station. Walking along rows of lockers. A 
dip in the wall of lockers, an alcove. I drop Fido's leash, 
point down the alcove. He skulks in, and I slide pack off 
my back. 
In five seconds I've pulled shaving kit from the pack, 
tossed it in locker 389, popped in the change, turned the 
key and slipped it in my pocket. I drop to my knee and 
examine Fido's paw. My heart is throbbing. Caught now and 
it's over. 
"You're okay. Fado." I say to my unwilling accomplice. 
In a rest room stall I break plastic disk—#389—from 
the key and flush it down the toilet. 
Outside, in the sun, I sit on the curb and look at 
Fido's paw again. Deeply concerned, yet he sees through my 
bullshit. Scratch his head a.nd pull on his ears. Rough up 
the fur on his neck and rub under his chin. You are 
implicated, Fido. Your association with me has put you in 
danger. With just two fingers. I slip the locker key 
beneath the slit inside Fido's collar. 
Chapter Ten 
Arrive at Indonesia with Fido. Backpack straining 
cords of muscles in my neck and traps. Shake handle of 
door, but it's locked. Fldo, needing rest and water. 
Walk through alley. Not even an alley, just a passage 
between two buildings. So narrow, I twist my shoulders 
sideways, and backpack scrapes the brick. Step over bottles 
and rubble from the War. Watch for broken glass. Fido's 
tender dried-up paws. 
Hear clatter around the corner. Voices barking 
Indonesian. Fido stepping slowly over obstacles, feet 
plopping like a duck's. "Just a little more," I say. 
Peer around corner. Brick buildings rise up all 
around. Tiny cobblestone courtyard, like the bottom of a 
shaft. Piled with cabbage leaves, potatoes, bamboo shoots, 
long vegetables like leeks. Half-crushed cardboard boxes of 
garbage. Bin and his two boy-helpers squat by the back 
door, hacking it all up with machetes on planks on the 
ground and dumping handfuls in white plastic buckets, the 
whole time Bin talking—maybe reprimanding, maybe telling 
the sweetest story he knows. 
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I step out of the alley. "Bin." I say. "Apa Kabar. 
How 'bout some coffee?" 
"Z.." he says. "Z. How are you today, my friend?" 
Flips machete blade into plank, sticks in with a thuck. 
Stands to greet me. 
Fido follows. Pants beside me. Wheezing and too much 
drool. 
Bin stops dead. "What is this?" 
"Dog," I say. 
"Old one," says Bin. Boys look up only for a moment, 
then return to hacking. 
"Eighteen years," I say. Fido and I exchange a glance. 
"This your dog?" Bin asks me. 
"Yep." 
"You bring from America?" 
"Yep." 
Bin pulls at the scar covering his eye. "You funny, 
Z. 
Fido growls and tugs at his leash. He jerks behind me. 
Brown rat squeezes body between two boxes of garbage. I 
drop the leash and Fido darts to the rat's trail. Though 
Fido has four legs, looks awkward as a dog running on three. 
Heartfelt barks. Sniffs and sniffs. 
Turns around to face us. Buoyant from the hunt. 
Wheezing faster than ever, legs curving in then out like 
field hockey sticks. 
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"Good dog," says Bin. 
"He is a warrior," I say. "He marches in front and 
fights to protect those he serves. Fights to protect the 
beneficent cow." 
Bin looks at me for a moment. Pulls again at the 
tattered flesh of his eye. 
Fido drools. 
"Coffee!" Bin yelps. "Let's drink coffee." 
Stepping into back room. Dark and piled with woven 
plastic sacks of rice, brown paper sacks of flour. Bags of 
sugar stacked like bricks, shelves of vinegar, oil, spices. 
Dusty wood floor scattered with white grains of rice. This 
is the room, I realize. Nick roped like a calf. 
As if Fido reads my mind, peals of yelp and growl. 
Sniffs like he's on the trail of poodle sex. Frantic. But 
he couldn't smell Nick after five years. Must be another 
rat. 
Sit at corner table, under pictures, next to register. 
Bin's table. Still not cleared from last night. Half dozen 
empty beer bottles. Glasses. Saucers coated with dried-up 
curry sauce. 
Fido stands beside me. Won't sit until he knows we'll 
stay a while. Won't sit till drink of water. 
Bin comes in from kitchen with two coffees. 
"Could you get some water for Fido?" I say. 
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"Ja, ja." He sets down coffee and hurries back to 
kitchen. 
Across the room, like art on the wall, an explosion of 
dried beer, long-legged drips, scattered emerald green glass 
beneath. I know what I want. To get closer to Coyote. 
To find out. It's your quest, little brother. I've taken 
on. Your fight. 
Bin carries aluminum pot of water. Sets it down, and 
Fido laps. Splattering cool drops. 
"Okay. Now you can lie down. Fido. Lie down." I 
touch his rump, and he begins the strenuous routine of 
lowering himself to the tile floor. 
"Good dog," Bin says. 
"More than 'good.' Fido possesses the pure goodness of 
a child. He is tender like a child, full of tongue, and he 
digs the earth with his paws. Like a child he is fond of 
s1eep. " 
Bin drinks from his coffee like it's whiskey. Wincing 
and shaking head with each swallow. I sip and see why. 
Strong muddy brew like no Food Fair Viennese Roast ever 
dreamed of. Like no Seattle coffee macho ever touched to 
his lips—those people who measure their coffee strength the 
way others measure the height of their pick-up. 
Fido settles to the floor. 
Coffee posers. Bin and me. Cups propped beneath our 
noses. Sip, swallow, wince. Smell of insidious Indonesian 
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food—fish, chilies, turmeric and cumin—mingling with rich 
Java. Smell of ammonia although I can't imagine floor has 
been mopped in months. 
"So, Bin," I say. "Fido and I've been kicked out of 
our living arrangement." 
Infinite concern. Bin's face plowed with worry. Looks 
at sleeping Fido. "What do you do?" 
"What did we do? or what will we do?" 
"Yes." 
"We did nothing more than seek a modicum of comfort and 
satisfaction. What we will do?...I'm not sure." 
"Eighteen years old?" says Bin. 
"And no place to sleep." 
"Has he always been your dog?" 
"He hasn't left my side in eighteen years." 
Fido groans. Eyelids flutter. Shifts chin from paw to 
floor. "In my dreams I hear your lies." 
Fido never lies. He has other flaws—loyalty changing 
with the wind. But he makes no promises, no obligations, 
allows no assumptions, so he never has to lie. He is a 
courtesan—roaming where he chooses, changeful and ill-
trained, fond of singing. Like a courtesan he may wound 
those who get too near. 
"Eighteen years," Bin says. "Eighteen years ago, I 
was . . . . Jaaa." Shakes his head. No longer thinking of Fido. 
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Pulls towel from under apron, swipes forehead and back of 
neck. Swipes the scar. 
"What?" I ask looking into my coffee. 
"Bad things. Z. Many bad things." 
From Fido. from somewhere deep in his dream world, his 
canine Xanadu, splits a long release of fart. Knowing 
enough, I back out of my chair away from Fido's intestinal 
track. 
Bin looks at me like I've lost it, then becomes 
engulfed in invisible cloud. Bad things disappear from his 
face immediately. Like sunrise, face blooms ecstatic. 
Swings towel like swatting flies. Doesn't move away. 
Laughs so hard, face squints to rolls of flesh. Swatting 
the air. cloud thick like jello. 
Bin tries to speak, but laughing too hard. Not wanting 
to breathe. Turning head away. "Worse than a pile of 
burning gooks," he spits. Hugs his gut. Laughs some more. 
Bur.ning gooks. Bin doubled over in chair. Convulsive 
hysterics. Burning gooks. 
Front door shakes. Black cowboy hat through the glass. 
Like a veil, white curtain hangs below green eyes watching. 
Bin jumps up and lets Coyote in. 
Coyote struts. "Need one of your boys." Looks at Fido 
then me. "Do you fucking live here?" 
Consider smashing coffee cup against the wall. 
Consider walking out, but Coyote is not playing games. 
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Carries a black bag. Stands like executioner under ceiling 
fan. He is a cocked gun. Looks back to Bin. "This place 
smelIs 1 ike shit." 
Bin says nothing. Hurries back through kitchen. 
Coyote goes back out front door. 
I go to window. Sipping coffee and spying through the 
curtain. 
Parked at curb where alley cuts between buildings. 
black BMW pulsing with loud angry beat of rap music. Coyote 
behind the wheel. Bin's helper emerges from alley and 
slides into front seat. Before he's closed the door, power 
hum of BMW acceleration. Cowboy not looking at street—his 
green eyes and thick pointed finger spear over boy, across 
sidewalk, through window and slit of curtain directly into 
my guilty blue left eye. 
Bin returns. "I must work now," he says. "You sit 
here. I bring more coffee." 
"No. I've gotta get going. I need to find a place to 
stay. Can I leave my backpack behind the counter?" 
Bin says nothing. His face, his entire body are drawn 
and limp. Rag hangs from his fingers. His one eye bounces 
around its socket. Twitching smile, then frown, as if 
trying to maintain happiness in the face of death. 
"Is something wrong. Bin?" I say. 
"It never stops." 
"What's that?" 
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"All of this. All of this never stops." 
I bend down and scratch Fido's head. "Let's go, Fido. 
Up. " 
Trenches of pain cut through Bin's face as Fido 
painfully works to his feet. "You have money?" Bin asks. 
"Not really." I say. 
Fido groans. Hangs head. Slurps some water. 
Bin propped up like a scarecrow. Face revealing life 
of sadness. Scar and pinched up skin. He has seen too 
much. "Come later," he says. "For now I have to work. I 
give you money." 
Chapter Eleven 
Return to Indonesia late in the afternoon. Several 
people eating and sneering at Fido as I lead him in. Tell 
Fido to lie down in corner behind Bin's table. 
Bin comes to the counter. "Ah, Z. Guten Tag." 
"Apa Kabar," I say. 
Bin shakes his head and smiles as he does every time I 
pull my one Indonesian phrase. "I bring coffee." he says, 
and in only a moment he's at the table with two white cups 
and saucers in one hand, aluminum pan with water in the 
other. Sets pan in front of Fido. 
"How long you stay in Vienna?" he asks me. 
"I've been here a while. I'll probably stay a while 
more." 
Bin sips. "Why not, I give you money and you go 
somewhere else?" 
"But I love Vienna. I love your food." 
"You a nice boy." Bin smiles. "You have a good dog. 
You have friends here?" 
Pursing lips and shaking head. Careful not to give too 
much. But actually I trust Bin. Something honest happening 
between us. 
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"So why you stay here? Why not go to America? Return 
to your American friends." 
"I've had only one friend these past few years. My 
brother. But now he's dead." 
Bin slowly nods. Encircles coffee cup with hands. "My 
brothers dead, too. Two of them. Many years ago in—" He 
stops. Eye full of tears. Skin swelling beneath the scar 
where the other eye should be. "—in my country," he says. 
Showing the same respect, the silence, that Bin shows 
me . 
"Your other family?" he asks. "Your parents?" 
"My parents are dead." 
Door kicks open. Jerking my head around to see Coyote. 
His enormous foot-stomping smile. "Well, shit in my face," 
he says across the restaurant, "you do live here, you son of 
a bitch." 
I look back to Bin, but he has disappeared. 
Deep breath. Back to business. Here is cowboy. 
Here's my work. "Coffee, Coyote?" I ask. 
He sidles over to table. Slapping his thighs and 
laughing, teeth like a white cinder-block wall. "Z., you're 
cool." Leans on the table. "But your dog smells worse than 
a gook whore's cunt." 
"Well, thank you," I say. "I'll be sure to pass along 
the compliment. Now, how about some coffee?" 
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"Coffee?" Mocked indignance. "You offer me poison, 
white man." 
"I guess that's a 'no.'" 
"Damn straight that's a no-way-Jose. I don't touch the 
stuff. Wreaks havoc on your nervous system, digestion... the 
whole shebang." He looks around. "Where the hell's that 
gook? Hey Bin!" he bellows. "Set up a couple of nice cold 
ones here." 
Before command is finished. Bin appears with bottles 
and glasses. "And send out the little man," Coyote says. 
Again Bin disappears. 
"So, Z." Coyote says. "So, so, so." He leans elbows 
on table. Stretches out forearms like stone statue of a 
1 ion. 
"So." I say. 
Coyote fills two glasses. "Campai," he says and raises 
his up. We touch glasses, and he sucks down beer like fresh 
air. 
Bin and his helper sit. Coyote fills their glasses. 
We all four clink over center of table. 
Coyote stretches his arms to each side over the backs 
of chairs. His beer in one hand, the mile of his arm away 
from his mouth. "Z.," he says. "Where did you ever find 
such a fine example of pedigree dog?" 
"He is a noble dog," Bin says. 
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Coyote shakes his head. "Think of that. Yes. Yes. 
Nobility among us. An aristocrat." Drains his beer. 
Darkening the hood of my eyes. Flaring nostrils to let 
more in. Open to all of Coyote's energy. Absorbing. "Fido 
has the character of a priest," I say. "He's easily 
satisfied. He's patient. He wants only a small piece of 
bread. " 
Bin nods. "A drink for Fido." he says and raises his 
glass. "Your dog's name is Fido?" Coyote asks. 
Exaggerated disbelief, craning head toward my end of the 
table. 
"That's 'odif' spelled backwards," I say. 
"Yes. indeed." Coyote says, sitting back. "Excellent 
point. " 
Looking at Bin's boy. Holds beer in his mouth, 
considers it before swallowing. Sets glass solidly on the 
tab! e 
and folds his arms across his chest. Thin and small, but he 
is not seventeen or twenty as I'd thought. He must be forty 
years old. 
I nod to him. but he looks back to his beer. Reaches 
for it and empties the glass. 
"So, Z.." Coyote says. "Where you been hiding this 
purebred?" 
"We had a place to stay for a while, but it didn't work 
out. " 
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"At this moment, then, you're without a domicile?" 
Coyote's glance narrows. Hat brim sharpens to a blade. 
"No need to be so formal," I say. 
"You're man and dog without a country?" 
"No need to be so romantic." 
"Where were you staying?" 
Coyote wants to know. I smell his urgency like nervous 
sweat. "Just a place," I say. 
"What place?" 
"Around." 
Coyote's head, skull like a bear, rotates to me. Teeth 
scrunched tight. Talking with lips. Seeing the gold band, 
the muscles of his mouth. "This is a friendly conversation, 
Z. Charting." Face confronts me like a punch. 
How far can I go with Coyote? How much will one 
smashed bottle get me? Bin sweating again. Wiping table 
then face with rag. His helper stares over Coyote and me 
out the window. 
Coyote's face clenches tighter. "Just talking over a 
beer." 
"Like a thief," I say, "Fido is fond of darkness. He's 
a shameless eater. He's an unfaithful keeper. When one 
trusts him with something, he eats it up. In these ways, 
he's 1 ike a thief." 
Coyote retracts his face, then breaks a smile. "Well, 
tickle my butthole with a feather," he says. "You really 
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are full of shit, aren't you?" Chuckling from his ̂ ock hard 
gut. 
I reach to the floor. Sink quivering fingers into 
Fido's sparse fur. 
Coyote fills his glass and drinks it down. "I'm going 
to extend you an invitation, and I know you'll accept, and 
I'll soon learn everything there is to know about you." 
I don't look up. Hand gripping Fido's fur. Massaging 
the nubs of his spine. Rushing anticipation. Will he 
invite me to stay with him? Is it possible I've gotten this 
far? 
"So. what do you say?" he asks. 
"What do I say about what?" 
"Would you like to take up residence in my home for a 
short while?" 
Didn't think it was possible. Didn't dream I'd get 
this close. "Weil," I say. Pet Fido's head. Sit up and 
lean back in chair. "Why not?" 
"Fine. Fine," Coyote says. "Bin, I'm having a house 
guest." Coyote and I raise our glasses. Bin reluctantly 
raises his. and the helper stares ahead. 
Bin leads me to the storage room for my backpack. I 
lift it from pallet where it leans against flour sacks. Bin 
swings door so it sticks shut. Just as Nick described. 
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piano wire of light stretches across floor, cutting me in 
half, until Bin flips the light switch on. 
Bin hikes up his stained white apron and—like opening 
his fly—reaches into his pants, hands me a thin wad of 
folded bills. "You take money," he says, "and you don't 
need stay with Coyote." 
"Don't be silly. Bin," I say. "I can't take your 
money." 
"My present for you. You good boy. I know." 
"No," I say. "Thank you." 
"You pay me back. You send me money from America. Go 
home to American friends." 
I hold my hands up. Open palms. Accepting nothing, 
offering nothing. Possessing nothing. 
I say, "I like you and Coyote. I want to hang around a 
while. It'll be fun." Hooking backpack over one shoulder. 
Stepping past Bin. 
"No fun," he says as I yank open door. "No fun, Z." 
I turn around and see Bin's face. Miles from the 
ecstatic fart smelling lover of Fido's soul. His face is 
sad and doomed. Hanging like tattered bloodied bandages 
from his skul1. 
